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1. Research by Singh et al. (1999) as reported in the journal Clinical Immunology and
Immunopathology is concerned with immune abnormalities in autistic children. As
part of their research, they took measurements 011 the serum concentration of an anti-
gen in three samples of children, autistic children, normal children, and mentally-
handicapped children (non-Dowu's-syndrome). All children were 10 years old or
younger.

This problem uses data from only two of the samples, autistic children and mentally-
handicapped children. This da.taset contains two variables:

concentration of the antigen (in units per milliliter of serum)
group, coded A for autistic

M for mentally handicapped

Iwish to use these data to infer whether tl~ the population distribution of
antigen concentration is the same in the population of all autistic children and the
population of all mentally handicapped children.

(a) Iwill use two-indep~~~"'D<;. \V11yis that the right thing to do
for this example: 'u' eat at app y.

i. There are outliers in the boxplots.
ii, The standard deviations are unequal in the two samples.

iii. The popula.tion is less than 10 times as large as the sample.
iv. There are fewer than 10 successes and 10 fa.ilures.
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(b) I have provided SAS results from a two-in dependent-sample t test and from the
Wilcoxon rank SHIn test. Which test would be the better one to use for these
da.ta? Briefly justify yOUI' alLswe~'l,l:.eferringto }'ario~ pAS-PIJ;.p~t. W .X JL ~ fv~ I: fl.A~-;;[-tA-?-v p~ JW ~~(j-ii~ {J-~_ I ~
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(c) For the test that you chose in the preceding question, write the null and alter-
native hypotheses being tested. Define any statistical symbols that you use.
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(d) At the 0.05 significance level, should I reject the null hypothesis? Justify your
answer, referring to specific SAS output. .r.; f::- 0, 0 13 D_ -b.,.. ~ :~:r-I-d-

v1r.-1 ~ .-', .1 .~
./' r~~1-v ~ v

0\ V I 3 () '7 O· Qj- .
(e) Explain what your answer t.o the previous question means for antigen concentra-

tions in the two populations of children.
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(f) Circle all of the statements \below that a:;"(true.

\=. i. The Wilcoxon rank ~ test is a pa¥ametric test.
11. The two-independent-sample t-test requires the standard deviations in the

~ two populations to be equal.
Ill. An assumption of the Wilcoxon rank SW11 test is that the medians in the two

populations are equal.

2. The dat.aset for this problem is described as follows (in the textbook Applied Regres-
sion by Fox):

Data on Vocabulary and Education from the 1989 General Social Survey

[lJ Observation Index

[2J Education, in years

[3J Vocabulary Test Score, 10-Item Test with possible scores 0 - 10.

Source: 1989 General Social Survey, National Opinion Research Center.
Distributed by the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social
Research.
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Here are the first 10 rows of the dat.aset:

Obs obsno yrsed score

1 1 0 5
2 2 1 1
3 3 3 1
4 4 3 3
5 5 4 1
6 6 4 0
7 7 4 1
8 8 4 2
9 9 4 4

10 10 4 5

I wish to use these data to infer about the relationship between education and vocab-
ulary.

(a) The sca.tterplot possibly indicates a weak linear relationship, but it looks wierd.
Why are all the data points laid out in rows and columns?
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(b) From the regression output, give the point estimate and 95% confidence interval
for the slope (nwneric answer): . . \

b:. (J, 3? '+ q S?, c ~/" f' .; '-.0, '353:J 0, <f ISJ
(c) In one sentence, interpret the point estrnate of the slope in terms of the years of

education and vocabula.ry.. .'
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(d) What quantity are you 95% confident li~s in the confidence interval that you ~"'.'.
cited?, ..., .' ,.<:- ,

M~vL4.-~rv ,.:d'1r1~(;;
~ \

(e) At the 0.05 significance level, is the slope different from O? Cite two different
parts of the regression output to support your answer.
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(f) Based on this regression model, what vocabulary score would you predict for a
person with 8 years of education? (Numeric answer; show your work.)
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3. Researchers wished to compare the effectiveness of four different treatment regimens
for chronic renal failure in dogs. Twenty-eight dogs in stage 3 renal failure were
randomly assigned to fow djfferent treatmeQ1. groups (7 dogs in each group). The
outcome variable was change in serum creatinine from pretreatment to 8 weeks on
treatment. A negative change represented a decrease in s;um creatinine, which is
the hoped-for outcome.

Refer to the SAS output below in answering the following questions.

(e) Which population means, if any, are significantly different from each other? Jus-

tify your answer with spec~:u::. tf1.t. ~ +wv ~ ~~.
~~~ ~.) 4~ ~"~J rN~



(f) Does this study indicate that anyone of the 4 treatments is clearly the best?

Explain briefly. ~f / ~ ~ ~~ /~&....
r1vo. ~1v L- VA eM i /
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4. Biologists are planning to study body ~emp a.tur In a particular species of finches

(a kind of bird). They want to co~'uct a confidence interval for the mean body
temperature in adults of this species.

(a) The biologists are convinced that body temperatures in this species follow a
normal distribution with standard deviation Lf degrees Fahrenheit. How many
finches will the to capt ure and measure in order to construct a 90% con-
fidence inten width 0 greather than 2 de Tees? {Numeric answer; show your

work.) j I .,' ;1-Jv. ;'. "l y1'\...u-1'~) r;1"'J.// ..'v1t- /"';" I
,£ ~/.J~.("~'1 e:4 ~) 0 I/
' ./ r-\ ;(

n~ /2~~_\~ -::(/.05" j,JJ =-6,{)R
\",rV! -) \)

twd~ ~l\
(b) Without doing any calculations, state \\ hether the biologists would need a~S~=i~~anz a9~t;t0f::%~~

__~"~-..W;j([ ~4\I.~y ~Jy ! f ~ ~1. I

5. Write theC..datat?,':.p,e for each of the f~llowing varia les. Choose from binary, nominal,
ordinal, qua:nnrative discreet, or quantitative can ruous. ,

/ J

~r.hL/~;t;;r~ ~
IIII

(b) whether or not the home team wins each college football game

(a) winning scores in college football games

.:».
J

(c) patients' conditions as described by the American Hospital Association: good,
fair, serious, critical
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SAS for problem 1

The UNIVARIATE Procedure
Variable :---conc

Schematic Plots
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